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2019

„Booking a private jet should 
be as easy as booking a car with  

Uber or booking a home with  
Airbnb.“

Kenny Dichter, CEO & Founder WHEELS UP

„We are at least 15 years 
behind technology in Business  

Aviation Management.“
Bernhard Fragner, CEO & Founder GLOBE AIR

2022

VOO revolutionizes the
business aviation industry.

Finally: the first digital 
marketplace for private jet 

travel – search, book, manage 
and pay for your private jet 

flights directly.

A genuine one-stop shop, no 
compromises.
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LESS COSTS
MORE CLARITY

MUCH MORE 
SALES

VOO isn´t just a price revolution – VOO has practical-
ly reinvented the entire charter business.

The result: first class efficiency for booking 
processes that are light-years ahead of 

conventional methods.

IT´S POSSIBLE!
COMPARING 

OFFERS WITHOUT 
SWITCHING 

PAGES
With VOO, you can permanently access ALL 

information on just one page. No switching to 
other programs. No stops. No more losing time.

Search & find, manage & pay:
All on one page!

90% LESS E-MAILS
99% LESS TYPING ERROR

100% LESS PROBLEMS
VOO offers centralized communication and smart 
data transfer, making most e-mails and telephone 
calls unnecessary. For far speedier and absolutely 

smooth transactions.

IT´S ONLY A MOUSE
CLICK FROM DUBAI 

TO LONDON
With VOO, „take-off„ and „landing“ of a booking 

are just a few clicks away. Our state-of-the-art 
technology guarantees maximum speed and top 
security data transfer. In addition, the VOO B2B 

verification system gets most formalities out of the 
way before your first deal.

NO MAYBES
NO PERHAPSES

NO DEAD REQUESTS 
ONLY BOOKINGS

With VOO, both broker and operator are on the 
safe side: The flights are guaranteed. The payment, 
too. Requests and reservations? Things of the past! 
Now there is only firm bookings – or nothing at all.

MOVING THE SKY
WITH GROUND 

BREAKING 
TECHNOLOGY

VOO tells you everything you need to know: flight 
availabilities and prices, aircraft equipment, 

relevant route information and of course: possible 
alternatives.

A PRICE 
REMAINS A PRICE 
REMAINS A PRICE

VOO always shows the real price of a booking. 
100% reliably. No hidden costs, extra charges or 
funny fees added. Trust your eyes! You pay what 

you see!
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YOU
The Operator

Fleet 
in the air.

Costs down 
to earth.

NEW
-  no more dead requests

-  far more firm bookings
-  first class presence on the platform 

-  better capacity utilization, more turnover
-  lower costs, higher margins

-  only ONE digital marketplace for your
   entire fleet

In a nutshell:
more time, more ease, more

money, more professionalism - 
less stress

VOO
moving operators

YOU
The Broker

How much money will you 
save if you save an hour?

Let‘s say ... every 5 minutes!

NEW
-  a broader range and better options

-  faster and more efficient processing
-  prices are: fair, fixed, comparable

-  more time for marketing and sales
-  more time for happier clients

-  only ONE digital marketplace for your 
   entire chartering management

In a nutshell:
more time, more ease, 

more money, more professionalism - 
less stress.

VOO
moving brokers
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 VOO
 GUARANTEE

moving the sky

THE SKY 
IS TOO HIGH 

FOR LOW 
OBJECTIVES.

GOOD THINGS 
COME IN 

THREES.

LIVE IS LIFE. 
NOW IT‘S 

DATA, TOO.
With VOO, there is only ONE time for pros: real 

time! The broker can see what the operator is do-
ing. The operator can see what the broker is doing. 
Live. Any status change is directly visible. Annoy-
ing inquiries… is that really how we used to work?

TRANSPARENT 
PRICES. 

IN REAL TIME.
Counting on VOO means exact calculation, 

transparency and reliability. With up-to-
date prices and even each pound of luggage 

on board.

NOT ONLY FRIDAYS 
FOR FUTURE.

Each second, VOO optimizes 
the utilization of your fleet. 
Which saves money, but that 
isn´t all: In business aviation, 

empty legs make up around 
40% of all flights. Every year, 
these 40% needlessly cause an 

additional output of over 
1 mio tons CO2 in the air. We´re 

gonna change this! Together.

- prices guaranteed
- payment guaranteed
- flights guaranteed

- no mere inquiries - guaranteed
- no hidden costs - guaranteed
- data security - guaranteed

- saving tons of time - guaranteed
- more turnover, less costs – guaranteed
- more functionality - guaranteed



Thanks! to our partner: moving the sky

NO RISKS
NO COSTS

LOTS OF AHAS!

THE MOVING TEAM 
BEHIND THE SCENE

VOO was developed entirely in Austria and is 100% an 
Austrian company, founded in 2020 by five partners with 

the aim to go and revolutionize business aviation.

Rene Inkret 
CEO, 

Partner & 
Professional Pilot

Gernot Winter
CFO, 

Partner & 
Business Consultant

Robert Plhak
COO, 

Partner & 
Business Aviation Professional

Robert Galovic
Partner & 

Energy Engineering Expert

Peter Skerl
Partner, Software Developer & 

Blockchain Expert

VISIT 
VOO.
AERO

MOVE THE SKY 
WITH US!

SUBSCRIBE VOO!
Do you manage an entire fleet or “just” 

one aircraft? Do you manage all kinds of 
customer flight requests or do you focus 

your business on one major client? It 
doesn´t matter. Being onboard means 

making a good deal, no matter what, no 
matter who – thanks to the affordable 

and fair VOO license fees.

Come and experience effortless private 
jet booking. It´s never been easier, 

or faster!

Become part of the 
reVOOlution!
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That spells:
Visionary
Outstanding 
Offer
- which is what you get.

Contact us:

VOO
Liebenauer Hauptstraße 320
8041 Graz, Austria
office@VOO.aero


